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Highlights

- Commgen – Preferred Emails
- Regs and Legs for SEVIS
- Regs and Legs III for Financial Aid
- All Terms/Careers for Tuition Calculation
- Class Search Configuration for Student Records
Additional Features

- Evaluation Center, Activity Management, and Program Enrollment Enhancements
- Campus Solutions Self Service Mobile
- Common Attributes Framework Enhancements
Academic Advising

- No alerts in this bundle.
Campus Community

- Re-Delivered SCC_COMMGEN Application Engine
- Page PeopleCode change on ADDRESS_MAINT component.
- Re-Delivered page SSS_STUDENT_CENTER
- Page SRVC_IND_DATA1 and SCC_SI_ORG_DATA have had their SI select views updated
Financial Aid

- Pell Critical Fix – Delivered on 3/1/13
- Sequestration Critical Fix – Delivered on 4/12/13
- FA Shopping Sheet Critical Fix – Delivered on 5/3/13
- Perkins Loans Self Service Required Fields
- Re-Delivered Packaging and INAS Cobols: FAPPKENG, IMTWEK13
Recruiting and Admissions

- AAWS - Re-Delivered AppClass: SCC_SL_TRANSACTION

- When using Correct History mode, EFFDT not being set properly to ADM_APPLPLAN/SBPLAN when changes occur to ADM_APPL_PROG.
Student Financials

- Re-Delivered Cobol and SQR processes:
  SFPLATFE.cbl
  SFPAPLPY.cbl
  SFPORGPY.cbl
  SFPGLINT.cbl
  SFDPTREC.sqr

- Re-Delivered App Engine SSF_VP_SYN
Student Records

- Row-Level security applied to SCC_SUM_PERSONAL page on SSS_STUDENT_CENTER on SSR_ADVISEE_OVRD menu
- Updated Peoplecode in SSR_PROG_ENRL AppPackage
- Re-Delivered SRNSLCEX.sqr
- SA Install Page Update
Key Testing Areas

- CC Communication Generation
- CC Person (addresses, phones, emails)
- FA Shopping Sheet
- AD Application Maintenance
- AD AAWS (for schools that have implemented)
- SF Refunds
Key Testing Areas (cont.)

- SF GL Interface
- SR Class Search
- SR NSC Reporting
Q & A